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Across

1 Female fairy I see eating seaweed, afraid to go out (12)

9 Amazing sight in Switzerland, not initially over there (7)

10 Forage somewhere in Switzerland (7)

11 No rest with Sky broadcast in parts of building (9)

12 Element of idiomatic language judge rejected (5)

13 Agreement about new drug’s taste, say (5)

14 So a decent novel provides stories (9)

16 Sentence with old writing tool shows how people exist (9)

18 Play cricket, stripping off Mike’s coloured cloth (5)

20 Michael Stipe was like certain legal actions (2,3)

21 Argentinian music-maker’s fight over bulb (9)

22 Taste butter or jam? It’s a puzzle (7)

23 It girl’s ditching English appearance some characters may

have (7)

24 A son eats, scoffing giant varieties of green stalks (12)

Fourteen solutions need to be partially amended

before entry into the grid in a consistent manner

by undergoing either a hundredfold increase or a

hundredfold decrease. Resulting grid entries are

not real words. Definitions in these clues refer to

the original solution, while the wordplay and

numbers are for the amended form.

Deadline for entries is 23:59 BST on Saturday 5

June. You need to register once and then sign in

to theguardian.com to enter our online

competition for a £100 monthly prize.

Down

1 Supplying castles, carrying home little gifts (8,7)

2 School dinner oddly thrown up? This provides explanation

(7)

3 Celebration of longevity you’re near, partying (9)

4 Ancient Greek city winning over the Spanish (5)

5 Source of fruit, if not vegetable (7)

6 Odd things? I regret it is true, unfortunately (15)

7 Playwright only disheartened about police matter (6)

8 Writers around US city could be beats (6)

15 Old European money, money government’s producing (9)

16 Drink like rum, drinking pint (6)

17 Monkey holds kind of lily up for eastern warrior (7)

18 Book service for kind of fuel (7)

19 Guts of skunk had used enzyme (6)

21 Play with Scottish smoker and non-drinkers (5)


